Today saw the sensational conviction of Miss Marie Murphy, alias the "Cat," alias the "Catwoman," of those around her. Miss Murphy, residing in a secluded cottage on the outskirts of the city, was put on trial for her life. The jury which was so thoroughly formed, consisted of the members of the faculty of Connecticut College for Women.

Violet, on the afternoon of Friday, April 17, 1931, was seen to step out of the Elevator, digging through the ruins of her clothing, tossing then about the floor, trying to find her way back home. She was a horrid sight, with blood streaming down her face, and a terrible stench.

Rosie's first appearance on the stand saw her clad in stunning lounging suit, her short brown hair and rose in beautiful colors. She was a horrid sight, with blood streaming down her face, and a terrible stench.
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Rosie's first appearance on the stand saw her clad in stunning lounging suit, her short brown hair and rose in beautiful colors. She was a horrid sight, with blood streaming down her face, and a terrible stench.
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Editor's Note: As the public knows, the students of Wesleyan have a lot to be proud of. The year has been full of achievements and milestones, and the community is more vibrant than ever. The staffs of The See See Nooze and The Wesleyan Record have put in countless hours to produce these publications, and their hard work is evident in the quality of the content. The staffs have worked together to create a space for students to share their stories and perspectives, and their dedication is truly inspiring. As we look towards the future, we can only imagine the fantastic things that are yet to come. Thank you to all our contributors and readers, and here's to another year of exciting adventures!

MUSEUM MUSCULUM

A BIT BRICKUK

Dear Brick:

This year I have to stay at the house because I have no place to live. I have been searching for a job and a place to stay, but it seems like everything is against me. I have never been so unhappy in my life. I feel like I am losing my mind. Can you please help me with this?

Cruelest,

A Student

Dear Student:

I am sorry to hear that you are struggling. However, I am not able to provide you with the assistance you need. I suggest you reach out to a local government agency or a non-profit organization for help. They may be able to offer you the support you need.

Peace,

A Brickuk
DIGGING FOR DIRT, OR SUPPOSE THAT:

Telephones were removed from the dormitories.

Abbie Usher were ever late.

Jungles, twisted mango trees, falling coconuts; teeming with arguments in countless jungles which could be seen that it was Moby Dick, the white whale!

Energine the Erstel' come in? Oh, why not? In a manner of speaking, it would seem to "Tommy" to see the world from that height.
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Daugher's to Felicia. What would she do for a postal?

That a certain well acquainted

Margaret Mills do?

June got stranded on an island twenty years after the man in the brown coat. Heeny Moore couldn't laugh.

That Furiel didn't have a faithful
do.

That a certain well acquainted

Margaret Mills do?

June got stranded on an island twenty years after the man in the brown coat. Heeny Moore couldn't laugh.

That Betsy Palmer lost her look of Saturday mornings.

That she, as Kipling would say, is another

Babe and smooth spell.

Margaret Mills do?

June got stranded on an island twenty years after the man in the brown coat. Heeny Moore couldn't laugh.

That Furiel didn't have a faithful

done.

That a certain well acquainted

Margaret Mills do?

June got stranded on an island twenty years after the man in the brown coat. Heeny Moore couldn't laugh.

That Betsy Palmer lost her look of

Babe and smooth spell.

Margaret Mills do?

June got stranded on an island twenty years after the man in the brown coat. Heeny Moore couldn't laugh.

That Furiel didn't have a faithful
do.

That a certain well acquainted

Margaret Mills do?

June got stranded on an island twenty years after the man in the brown coat. Heeny Moore couldn't laugh.

That Betsy Palmer lost her look of

Babe and smooth spell.

Margaret Mills do?

June got stranded on an island twenty years after the man in the brown coat. Heeny Moore couldn't laugh.

That Furiel didn't have a faithful

do.

That a certain well acquainted

Margaret Mills do?

June got stranded on an island twenty years after the man in the brown coat. Heeny Moore couldn't laugh.

That Betsy Palmer lost her look of

Babe and smooth spell.

Margaret Mills do?

June got stranded on an island twenty years after the man in the brown coat. Heeny Moore couldn't laugh.

That Furiel didn't have a faithful

do.

That a certain well acquainted

Margaret Mills do?

June got stranded on an island twenty years after the man in the brown coat. Heeny Moore couldn't laugh.

That Betsy Palmer lost her look of

Babe and smooth spell.

Margaret Mills do?

June got stranded on an island twenty years after the man in the brown coat. Heeny Moore couldn't laugh.

That Furiel didn't have a faithful

do.

That a certain well acquainted

Margaret Mills do?

June got stranded on an island twenty years after the man in the brown coat. Heeny Moore couldn't laugh.

That Betsy Palmer lost her look of

Babe and smooth spell.

Margaret Mills do?

June got stranded on an island twenty years after the man in the brown coat. Heeny Moore couldn't laugh.

That Furiel didn't have a faithful

do.

That a certain well acquainted

Margaret Mills do?

June got stranded on an island twenty years after the man in the brown coat. Heeny Moore couldn't laugh.

That Betsy Palmer lost her look of

Babe and smooth spell.

Margaret Mills do?

June got stranded on an island twenty years after the man in the brown coat. Heeny Moore couldn't laugh.
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FREE SPEECH
COMPREHENSIVE EXAMINATIONS
The examinations appearing in last year’s See Nooze were received with such enthusiasm by the students that we have decided to publish and add some additional sets.

Zootopia 1–2
Coda: Polarity in so few words as possible. Be sure that your name appears clearly.
1. What is the importance of a heart beat?
2. What are the significant points of resemblance between the microscope and eye piece, diaphragm, and joint? (The eye piece, does not) resemble the sole of a foot.
3. Describe and give the function of a: a) cuticle of (earworm) b) f. bodies of c) auricular humor. d) Limina ansae spiralis.
4. Give explicit illustrations of the advantages of being able to change ones shape as the animal chooses.

Contemplative Literature
1. Have you read anything for this course?
2. Did Dante discuss the “Divine Comedy”?
3. Discuss “The House that Jack Built” in terms of Aristotle.
4. Here’s hoping that this group of authors discussed this semester. If you can, write about one author of one of your favorite movie experiences.
5. Tell stories you have learned from this course about frogs and anurans.

Botany 1–2
There will be four questions. Spend ten minutes on each and be sure to write your paper for your remaining ten minutes.
1. Tell the life history of the pine tree. Give the description and development of each generation. Also tell all you know about pine trees.
2. Is there a group of bacteria and bacteN and tell the individuals
3. Rate the economic importance of the wild wines and give ten ways in which it may be applied to our modern society.
4. IV. Have you personally, gotten from the Botany course? State when and why this happened and explain in detail.

Shakespeare
1. How would you like a “blind date” with Shakespeare?
2. Was Antony susceptible?
3. Do you approve of Cleopatra’s motive in war, and what would you do if you were her?
4. Could you “get your man” with the method of Desdemona?
5. What is the plot in terms of a modern college boy?

English History
1. Tell as many as possible of the scandal stories you have heard in the lecture in this class.
2. Write an essay explaining the slowness of the English in entering opportunities of gaining more land and power in India.
3. Tell in a few pages the practical cause of this course to a college girl.

19th Century Prose
1. You’ll have to wait. Don’t spend more than 15 minutes on this lesson and try to write two or three pages of your own prose. You have finished in your home and take a hot bath and a nap.
2. Do you believe your heroes would worship: Jimmy Walker, Rudy Vallee, Sinclair Lewis, Robert McInerney?
3. Group any movies you have seen this semester and write a paragraph on your Prose, that illustrate “Plain Living, High Thinking.”
4. Tell all that you know about the Anti-Nazis today.

Psychology 11–12
1. Creepeth (is, not) an instrument? Can it be operated on by a machine?
2. Dandrite can be cured by applied tension, which can be obtained from the vacuum tubes.
3. The Eustachian Tubes are the new fashionable name for the semicircular canals being the three main branches of the Grand Canal.

BRIDGE TOURNAMENT
Fierce Finale
College Light Bells Leap As Fields Fight Through Night
Pie-face gets the deal for a five spot and slips himself the ace. He for long a one... out to left field for Mickey, the Devil intercepts One-shoe’s hit at home plate and throws a wild one to go, Devil raises with the table with a queen and catches Goody’s ten spot. He bides his hours and a banana split. Nifty follows up with a running Wuzzy’s getting in with six spades, and the clubmen clinch with the spade king. They’re off. Mickey shoots a nice five trick, Tino Race, and some eleven—I’ve out the A-K-Q-G. Goody knits him with a spade and Mickey follows back to the ropes for a game of five. Five isn’t good enough, they have to add more to get a deal of the clubmen.

Beginning of the second set with the first in the Devil’s ace, Mickey runs with a club and Goody in at right keeps the scene fast. Second try and two to go, Devil pitches in with two spades and Mickey falls back to the ropes for a game of five. Five isn’t good enough, they have to add more to get a deal of the clubmen.

The alarm goes off and the announcer doesn’t come to. Oh well, Three to go. This is getting boring. Good try left ankle, and then it comes. Here’s hoping that the voice of Sally Mackenzie’s clothes will all be ready to visit our charming guests. They showed them this year called the Fascot Hunt, in which the athletes feel that there is always the possibility that maybe some on the first day for a little activity. So they’ll all be ready to visit our charming guests.

When Ellie S. forgot and spoke when the shuffle was called and the event of the preceding day, we could try the task of effecting an exercise in the year. That would be rather hard on the Medical Education department.

III. State the economic importance of the wild wines and give ten ways in which it may be applied to our modern society.

The Perkins Phenomenon is --- physiological gradient is equal to one-half of the cephalic index. Thalamus discovered that the Peripatetic system of arterial connections with all tory car-

RADIATOR RATTLINGS
Wild Life in Fanning
There is nothing more thrilling than to study the Life-habits of the radiator in its natural state.

Those charming little silver animals are usually found in groups of three or four to a room. In general they communicate with their kind by a whistling sound which is of as great a duration as the shrill note of a cricket.

Then and there, at the most im-
potent moment, there can be a
clarion voice of the low-polished radiator she out; the variation of the sound shrinks in anguish. "Chantky chantky chantky." It is a sign that it is the devil and means. And then, convulsively "Bang!"

The radiator, railed as it is to the floor, is inanimate. We cannot throw it to still its plaintive, melancholy song.

STUDENT ALMAHUE HOUSE
Well, now that so much has been said and done about this prospective Almahue House we are bound to wonder just when it is going to max and what it is going to be like. Nothing like being curious, of course; but it is said that great discoveries in this world were made by curious people like ourselves. For example who instead of concerning—as we would have done before—her in a way that fellerkirk on his dome found a new world of aggravation: nothing like that. But that is all be
going to happen. If there is an absence because there has been so much discussion about this new build-
ing ideas we have heard, and some good ideas that might (1) be said to be a distance to those most concerned. At least they think they are just so on this hot-air that as which we study and recte all day and every when the slump is over and the influence and geo wants to disadvantages with us. Let us look back at her freshman days at(d) and besides fencing isn’t tactful. The (1) (1) (1) (1) (1)

FREE SPEECH
TO THE EDITOR OF THE SEE SEE NOOZE
Dear Editor:
I am writing to tell you something done about the way in which people walk around the house. It is the subject in particular, dear Editor, which we wish to speak of. In a particular room, we have observed that nearly everyone walks in the same direction around the room. Is there no one to ask why? What is the reason? Why must all people walk in the same direction? Right foot before the left and then the right foot, as if there was a map or guide to the place, which reminds (pause for the reply)

The noble souls are to be seen scurrying to choose with a motion all of their own. There is one who, though her feet stand ever on the ground, hopes to rise up three feet toward the sky for every step this far. This is commonplace! This is different! Still another Connecticut moves, staff legedly is certain, which produces a delightful sensation to the walk-side eye.

A Server in the “Good Cause”
P. S. This is not the work of C. C. O. or P. E. For any server she pays money.

COMMODATION
When Ella A. forgot and spoke when the shuffle was called and the event of the preceding day, we could try the task of effecting an exercise in the year. That would be rather hard on the Medical Education department.

In case Ella R. told to us the School is not the work of C. C. O. or P. E. For any server she pays money.

*M. A. wanting money let the mind of the register know that she is here for the maid.*

Then later onward, at the most imp-
potent moment, there can be a
clarion voice of the low-polished radiator she out; the variation of the sound shrinks in anguish. "Chantky chantky chantky." It is a sign that it is the devil and means. And then, convulsively "Bang!"

The radiator, railed as it is to the floor, is inanimate. We cannot throw it to still its plaintive, melancholy song.
Is the greatest feast he'd ask for, and the filliest, best, about.
Stumpy, only one or two of the brave ladies from Connecticut College who helped me in this rice-plonie pie as a possible appetizing climax to lunch. Can it be that young women no longer like pie? Small wonder, perhaps, after the host of meringue pies at the Mohican hotel about two weeks ago.
But to get to the meat of the thing, young Miss Clancy, who is a student at Connecticut College, invited me to New London to investigate the food problem in one or two possible means of finding a solution to the general business depression. She had had the experience of directing investigations from within in the Connecticut House, for mission of the Literary Staff. Maybe it was a dandy one for me to write a pamphlet about the mystic, personal food within the presents to the of C. C.
We were speaking of food, to be more exact, and milk. One of the students mentioned his question about the ideal lunch of each class. I have tried to generalize that since those young ladies had, the courage to show their food for them, they represent the Epicureans in your college and in the Connecticut College. And what the whole effect is—since the average response was so small, I have taken the liberty to my own experience into the decade of a lunch.

The Senior Lunch.
Chicken Patties or Creamed Chicken.
Hot Rolls.
Fruit Salad with Pineapple pre-
moistening.
Mocha Cake and Coffee.

The Junior Lunch.

Tuna Fish Salad or Liver and Bacon.
Hot Biscuits.
Mocha Cake and Coffee.

The Sophomore Lunch.
Chicken in King Liver and Au-
سقط.
Pineapple or Cream Ice-Cream.

The Freshman Lunch.
Tomato.
Canned Chicken (decidedly).
Fresh Pea.
Potato Salad.
Tea and Cookies.

True to type. The phone did ring—a nine-a-nine.
Out into the hall—screaming Brendan.
And then someone did call.

"Virginia, Virginia, Virginia!
"They're coming' cried the maidens.
And down the stairs they stumbled.

All laughing terribly.

"Shouting, 'This calls for me!'"

She picked up the receiver.

"You Don, that's awfully sweet of you.

Just one from today, I'd love to come. Why yes, I think she is yours.

Then to the girls, "The Coast Guard.

Oh do make up your mind.

Seven maidens, lovely things, sitting there, counting their blessings.

"I guess we must draw lots for it," one said.

They drew the lots and who should win.

The phone but Alice did.

She was so glad, she danced about.

A week went by, the night had come.
For which they had the date.
These were their evenings in lovely gowns.

Quickly, but they lost the time.

The girls went down to greet them.
Don was there with a first class will.

Alice gave a little shrug.

And cried, "Oh I can't go!"

I've turned my ankle weirdly.

And it does hurt me so.

Virginia helped up the stairs.
And said, "Now dear, that's awfully sweet of you.

The other three, gay and the fourth, said;

"Why I'm not hurt, but can't you see?

She's six inches shorter than I!"

BONGO-BONGO BIONOMIST BROADCASTS

CLARA CLANCY AGAIN IN HOSPITAL

(Correspondence from hospital, Vol. 1)

I had neve been before and dreagu-appealing enough for more than a week, was gone where all traffic cops go eventually.

Not to be disturbed, ignored of the fact that Patie was dazing her trill, Miss Clancy, with a golden gleam (she again) waited patiently for me to remove Clancy, from the whiteness of the street, and planted herself near the window, where she would have the best view of any possible change for some time.

"Excuse me."
The horse twitched one ear.

"Excuse me," I spoke a little later.

"I beg your pardon?"
She shrugged, but her smile was dazing.

"I beg your pardon?"
I repeated gently.

There was a clatter of hooves beside her, and a sound of horses, in sight had vanished completely.

I had been, temporarily, absorbed in all sides, Miss Clancy, and my blond, shadowed Death (for a second Patie said, "good morning.")

For her bed in Bellevue (we like that, when you have found the letter at the memory of the next hall, hung up the green you don't dare to touch.)

The patient faces the wall between the carousel on the corner and the window of the other, where men threw nickels away on all sides, Miss Clancy, again ash while foot—triped over the other foot.--

"My pride fell flat to the bed, "my pride fell flat to the bed,"

Clara Clancy listened. "Pardon me," she said, "I was a peculiar Voice, and it seemed to tiC'ally explore her snowy donder, to other, where men threw nickels away on all sides, Miss Clancy, again ash while foot—triped over the other foot.--

"Fut was napping, and gained the whole fortunes on ginger ale. She

form in sight had vanished completely.

gleaming hoot, which was

NITS.

I'f.'<'1.)pelllragain. Standing viously beside the horse, l()oking up.

the street and Planted herself near-

was gone where all fn1.ffic cops go

until the next sign of
to be

I had n0WHli to be able to diRCloS'e

my report on the decisions of

who helped

young ladies had. the coul'age to show

I had h01Hli to be able to diRCloS'e

my report on the decisions of

who helped
DOTS ARE THE VOGUE

Have you ever stopped to consider what an important part the dot plays in our daily life of so-called "新格局"? Though the Physical Ed. Majors may have their "I'd Fives Manoeuvres" and use the black blazes, and the Music Majors thump the piano in Blackstone Basement: though the Home Ec. Majors minister to the wants of the White Rats, we, I regret, have our dots. Those of us who have been recollected those dots through three college years, know just what loyalty in something first we were not worthy to receive the honor of the order, Sophomore year, however, witnessed our first decoration. Then it was, amid the swed bluff, and stifling heat of the second or third Shakespeare class that, to each of us came our first dot, shining on our first line. How do Gregory and Sampson differ from the other? and "the evidence that the lovers were 'star-crossed'"?

How we thrilled at our breath-taking initiation. Oh the merit of that small dot, the mannish meaning! On our long read into it the granum of alphabetized thoughts, A, C, D, E and even, yes even F, there in lay the beauty. "What, how, why"—the mystery of our unexplained order.

Came other years and the more ancestral and esteemed of us, who remembered the good old room in the Lib, when every pair of eyes was alighting the clock at five after the hour, because there was no bell to shorten that passing of that long (two digress) were still seeing dots.

Malice has moved the English Majors to the silent, airy Assembly Room, but, come what may, the dot is ever present. Before it we stood with bowed heads. Oh Incomparable, unfathomable dot!

MALICE IN FANNING-LAND

(Collapsed from page 1, column 1)

A light swatter smacked off the banister into our laps. "Dean Nye," said Malice. "I am inquested to that seventh of Maurice Chevalier in a bathhouse, and they hurled me into the Assembly Room. There is a chair and the Misses Whislaq, "It is outrageous," he said. "This place supplies a bath"! Indeed, get a it in good shape for next time and be specific!" "Oh the murmuring was heard in the corner and there in a sea of Chevalier's Liversites sat Miss Emil, "They have given a pail, she walked in perfect French, "and there is nothing to do with it!" My reputation is as dead as a Dodo." Malice flushed for health, such an exposure! She took an aspirin just for safety. Just then up the stairs bounded Dr. Morrie with a hunted expression lurking about his moustache. "I can't find my nice stiff collar anywhere," he said, "and without it how can I lead the good life?" He disappeared around a corner just as Miss Nye came by with a trail of tears flowing after her. "I can't get rid of them," she said. "I'm out of a job and I don't know how to get another one for you know I am the Whole Bureau," and she tripped on the bears losing following.

Malice and Daddy Leth sat themselves down on the edge of the grandfather clock, dangling their feet in a creek in the floor. At every tick they bounced up, standing in a huddle to help Malice's digestion any. Dr. Kinsey came skipping around the cor, twirling his moustache with difficulty. He had just made a stupendous invention to help him in his work—how to spring updates in three easy motions—he was always over come with joy. Miss Slider hurried by with a shift key in each hand and her heavy knees hanging down her back had no care! At this point Malice felt a wave of embarrasing creep carefully over her and she woke up in her own little room in a now and enlightened woman. She bounced out like a ten-

CONNECTICUT BOXERS

(Collapsed from page 2, column 1)

ment that "the burden of progress is upon the sociologist," and the cap child who tried to win her way into Emily's handsome haven with her witty definition of an entrepreneur as "an underwriter who is confronted with many grave problems." But the rubber corset goes to the coal dealer who learned that Mr. Kinsey was a college professor and remarked that he had "a cousin who was a fine walked in a department store too.

And now you have enjoyed the little bedtime story, send ten cents and a stamped self-addressed envelope to Box 1249, care of this paper, and you will receive free of charge detailed instructions for writing another story just like it to send to your friends and relatives—mostly relatives.

A student from the Amazon For millions of her generation. The reasons that he was too fat To get his own pajamas.

STUDENT ALMAE HOUSE

(Collapsed from page 3, column 1)

find the thing why not utilize the energy and let them confide their dig- ding to the one spot where someday—we hope—there will be a rest house for emancipated or posed out alums? But better yet why not arrange a sort of treadmill effect for the two classes to wear out their energy on, the treadmill supplying the power for hollow beams or such like. All swell ideas but the major will be famous, because through these free speech in this country you can't be too careful of what you say, even this isn't Boston.

Something new just popped into our minds. Why not let the gym department contribute the strength and vigor of their classes? For example, the archery class could shoot rivets, and the truck team run crows and品德 come out of untrained students? Some of the stronger ones could carry boxes of bricks and help in that way. All sorts of ideas can be gotten if you only think along that line. For surely the athletes here have got potential like.

After the "Ten Cents A Dance" affair that the sophomores threw there other night, why not let the house warming be such an affair and give it color by inviting a few sailors from our first lote: The whole mill some new just popped into our minds. Why not let the gym department contribute the strength and vigor of their classes? For example, the archery class could shoot rivets, and the truck team run crows and品德 come out of untrained students? Some of the stronger ones could carry boxes of bricks and help in that way. All sorts of ideas can be gotten if you only think along that line. For surely the athletes here have got potential like.
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MILADY BEAUTY SHOPPE

Jane M. Armstrong, Prop.

Distinctive reconditioning process of permanent waving, over all textures of hair, including dyed and bleached

All Branches of Beauty Culture

Hair Bobbing

Tel. 9792

18 Meridian Street New London

CONNECTICUT COLLEGE BOOKSTORE

STOCKINGS

HANKIES

THE BEEHIVE

543 West Main Street New London

AND DON'T FORGET MOTHER'S DAY

You know of course about our line of

LINGERIE

服务中心

TO

Merchandise

Dependable

Courteous

State Street New London

The S. A. Goldsmith Co.

State Street New London

THE STORE YOU LIKE

TO SHOP IN

THE BEEHIVE

Rockwell & Company

New London

Norwich Inn

Norwich, Connecticut

Route No. 12

A "REAL NEW ENGLAND INN"

RUDOLPH'S BEAUTY PARLOR

12 Meridian Street Tel. 2-7170

Compliments of

Norwich Inn

Route No. 12
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Somerset Shops, Inc.</th>
<th>Nichols &amp; Harris</th>
<th>THE SPORT SHOP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>238 State Street</td>
<td>GIRLS! GIRLS!</td>
<td>SPORTSWEAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drinks of Distinction</td>
<td>Come and see us and we assure you of the</td>
<td>FORMAL AND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decorations</td>
<td>LOWEST PRICES in town</td>
<td>INFORMAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circulating Library</td>
<td></td>
<td>WEAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New London, Connecticut</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tel. 2-1212</td>
<td></td>
<td>Plant Bldg.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>New London</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We have just received a new shipment of

TEA DANCE and EVENING GOWNS

We have also an array of

PASTEL ORGANZA and

EYELET BATISTE

The Woman's Shoppe
296 State Street, New London Ct.

---

<p>|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>THE JEANETTE SHOPPE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lingerie Hosiery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millinery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mohican Hotel Bldg.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 State Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GREETINGS—

Mother's Day offers that opportunity for expression of one's devotion to the most wonderful pal throughout life's experiences.

GREETINGS and GIFTS GALORE

CHIDSEY'S
115 State Street
Phone 8490

---

ABBY'S

"College Girl Foundation Garments"
EVERYTHING FROM
BANDEAU — TO — CORSELETTE

"College Girl" WEEK — MAY 4th to 9th

Visit our corset department during these six days. You will be delighted with the dainty new styles in bandeaus, girdles, step-ins, and combinations designed especially to create the new youthful silhouette.

FITTINGS ARE NO PROBLEM AT ALL.

DAINTY DOT HOSIERY

You get Parisian smartness with good old New England quality

TUNE IN ON Dainty-Dot-Dandies TUESDAYS at 5:45
Stations WEAN and WNAC

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAYS
The See See Nooz

Compliments of
Fellman & Clark

If you cannot go home, send a telegram by
WESTERN UNION
on Mother's Day—May Tenth

Reservations are also made for Airplane tickets
Theater tickets for current New York shows
Tickets for baseball games
Orders for Mother's Day remembrances to distant points also accepted

Compliments of
Yellow Cab Company
Tel. 4321

The Beauty Shoppe
MAY DONDERO

All branches of beauty culture
Nestle circuline permanent waving

Compliments of
TATE & NEILAN

Bathing Suits
Riding Breeches
Lisle and Jersey Knit Suits
Sport Hats
Mark Cross Gloves
McCallum Hosiery

The Beauty Shop
Mae Neilan Russ, Mgr.

A modern, perfectly equipped Daylight shop,
offering complete

Hair and Facial Treatments
Finest Apparatus
Expert Licensed Operators

Compliments of
TURNER'S FLOWER SHOP

TATE & NEILAN

State and Green Streets
New London

FISHER, FLORIST

PARTY AND PROM flowers are superior in QUALITY and ARTISTRY of arrangement and the utmost in values

State and Green Streets
New London

STARR BROTHERS

State St., New London, Conn.

CINDERELLA INN
QUAKER HILL, CONNECTICUT
Tel. 9777
Where the best of food is served

Noted for Lobster, Steak and Chicken Dinners

Orchestra music every Saturday night

THE MOHICAN BEAUTY SHOP

Mae Neilan Russ, Mgr.

A modern, perfectly equipped Daylight shop,
offering complete

Hair and Facial Treatments
Finest Apparatus
Expert Licensed Operators

Telephone 4341
THE MOHICAN HOTEL
New London, Conn.